Delivering Excellence
SURFACING I FLOORING I INSTALLATION I SERVICE

TRANSFORMING WHAT AMERICA PLAYS ON.
Since 1993, Surface America has completed thousands of
recreational & athletic projects throughout the U.S. and
installed millions of square feet of surfacing & flooring for
facilities at every level of play, competition and training.
SurfaceAmerica.com
Visit our website for more detail, such as systems & products,
color selections and downloadable specifications.
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W HY S URFACE A MERI CA?
Long-standing expertise, highly respected business
practices, proven systems, superior craftsmanship
and maximum performance.
Surface America has the complete skill set, from concept to completion. Partner with us and
together we’ll deliver excellence – every time.

Our Exceptional Value Equation

THOROUGH, PROACTIVE
PROJECT MANAGEMENT

MOST GENEROUS SYSTEM
SPECIFICATION
BEST QUALITY MATERIAL
COMPONENTS
PROFESSIONAL SITE
INSPECTION OR CONSTRUCTION

SURFACE
AMERICA
VALUE

SUPERIOR INSTALLATION
CRAFTSMANSHIP

RESPONSIVE POST-CONSTRUCTION
SERVICE
INDUSTRY’S MOST COMPREHENSIVE
& LONGEST WARRANTY COVERAGE

Surface America is a subsidiary of

Ecore is the only vertically integrated

Pennsylvania-based Ecore International.

manufacturer in the fitness flooring industry. Its

As an Ecore company, our capabilities are

ColorMill® EPDM rubber yields the industry’s

broad, our bonding capacity is great, our

most vibrant colors, a terrific complement

financial strength is sure, our products are

to Ecore’s highly engineered manufacturing

best-in-class, our warranties are superior

process. The highest standards in colorfastness,

and our approach to business is responsible.

density and thickness consistency, as well as

Ecore is also a primary manufacturer of many

general product quality and innovation, have

of Surface America’s surfacing & flooring

driven Ecore to an unquestioned leadership

systems, and product components, such as the

position. Its proprietary lamination process

ShockPad underlayment. The combination of

and manufacturing capabilities have created a

Ecore’s manufacturing expertise and Surface

whole new flooring category that marries rubber

America’s contract management & installation

underlayments to a variety of wear surfaces,

strength is powerful, bringing needed turnkey

including vinyl, turf and rubber.

options to the client.
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PROFESSIONAL & LEGALLY COMPLIANT
CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION

Surface America is a MASTER DEALER &
INSTALLER of the Ecore Athletic line of fitness
and sports surfacing & flooring. Some of Ecore
Athletic’s products have been dominating
the fitness industry for over 25 years. Other
products combine tried & true components
engineered with new lamination technology
to yield superior performance by application.
Now athletes & fitness enthusiasts of all ages
can do what they love even better and for
The Widest Collection of Recycled

longer periods of time. Work out, play and

Materials

perform on surfacing & flooring products that

Every Surface America product and

are engineered with the user foremost in mind.

system is designed and manufactured with
long-term performance in mind. We select
the best material components available
and design each surfacing & flooring
system with the characteristics necessary
for the application.

ERGONOMICS
Ecore Athletic products are designed with
specific characteristics that deliver enhanced
force reduction and energy restitution, increasing
comfort, reducing fatigue and enhancing results.

A C OMMITTME NT TO

ACOUSTICS

AMERI CA N MA D E

absorption, eliminating the need for a separate

Ecore Athletic products excel in sound & vibration
acoustical underlayment. They have the perfect

All Surface America products and systems
are manufactured in the U.S.A. and feature
materials sourced from the United States.

combination of resilience and internal dampening.

SAFETY
Ecore Athletic products provide superior impact
absorption and excellent slip-resistant properties,
sustaining a person’s body to keep up with their
desire for competition, training and recreation.
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INSTAL L ATI ON & CONSTRUCTIO N
Our expertise, experience and product offerings make us
uniquely qualified to build your vision into a reality.

Coast-to-Coast Installations
Since 1993, Surface America has completed thousands of projects and installed millions
of square feet of recreational and athletic surfacing & flooring. Our projects are built to
specification and guaranteed to meet expectations. Surface America is an Ecore Athletic
MASTER DEALER & INSTALLER. As such, we commonly fill the role of contract holder,
project manager and certified installer.

Surfacing & Flooring Types:
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Mixed & Poured-in-Place
Rubber & Urethane

Molded Products

Multi-Layer
Engineered Rubber

Multi-Layer
Engineered Vinyl

Roll Goods

Synthetic Turf

From Concept To Completion
Surface America has the expertise and
experience to play a significant role on your
overall project. Our staff can assist in design
and planning, and manage the construction
process as it relates to the installation of
surfacing & flooring for recreational and
athletic applications.
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P L AYGR OU ND SU RFACI N G
The choice is yours when it comes to IPEMA-certified &
ADA-compliant systems.
Surface America playground surfacing systems meet
critical fall heights up to 13 feet per ASTM F-1292,
which is the industry’s standard test to evaluate a
surfacing system’s ability to absorb shock. They also
conform to the requirements of the Americans with
Disabilities Act and ASTM F-1951 Determination of
Playground Surface Accessibility.

Poured

Poured
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Poured

POURED-IN-PLACE. TURF. TILE.
Turf

Tile

Tile
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P L AYGR OU ND SU RFACI N G
The most complete line of bound playground surfacing
in the world: poured-in-place, turf & tile.
PlayBound™ Poured-in-Place comes with a
7-year or 10-year warranty. The 2-layer rubber
system has virtually unlimited design possibilities.
EverTop™ is the top layer of that surface, and is
commonly used in play areas outside of equipment
use zones to achieve aesthetic consistency at a
lower cost.
PlayBound™ TurfTop™ has a natural grass look
with no maintenance and world-class toughness.
UltraTile™ Play is an ultra-durable top wear layer
bonded to a resilient underlayment. Its expected
life is more than 100% longer than other rubber

Turf

playground tiles.

Poured

Poured
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Poured

PERMANENT SAFET Y
KEY ATTRIBUTES:

•	Types: poured-in place, turf & tile
•	Slip-resistant, abrasion-resistant, wear-resistant
•	Porous design
•	Many colors & color combinations, logos
& graphics
• IPEMA-certified, ADA-compliant
IDEAL APPLICATIONS:

Playgrounds & Play Areas
Poured

Turf
Poured
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GY MNASI U M FLOORI NG
Multi-purpose flooring perfectly designed for athletic
competition, recreational activities and non-sporting events.
Surface America floors are found in gyms across
the country. They feature durable and resilient
top layers with shock and sound-absorbing
underlayments that deliver exceptional footing
and true ball response.
Bounce is a roll good with vinyl top surface with
wood look bonded to a rubber underlayment.

Bounce

Bounce

Bounce

Bounce
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Bounce

TRUE BALL RESPONSE
KEY ATTRIBUTES:

•	Types: seamless urethane, engineered vinyl
& rubber
• Exceptional footing, slip-resistant
•	Durable & versatile
• Excellent sound and shock-absorption
•	True ball bounce
IDEAL APPLICATIONS:

Basketball & Volleyball Courts
Multi-Purpose Rooms
Racquetball & Squash Courts
Indoor Tracks

Bounce
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F IT NESS FLOORI NG
Impact-absorbent & slip-resistant flooring designed for
heavy-use fitness and serious training.
Ecore products have been dominating the fitness
industry for 25 years. Many are recognized as
best-in-class for strength & conditioning. Featuring
warranties up to 15 years!
Everlast is a single-layer rubber roll good with perfect
uniformity in density and thickness.
Performance is a two-layer rubber roll good.
Bounce is a roll good with vinyl top surface with wood
look bonded to a rubber underlayment.
UltraTile™ is an ultra-durable top wear layer bonded
to a resilient underlayment. Its expected life is more
than 100% longer than other rubber fitness tiles.
Everlast Roll

Bounce
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EXCELLENT ACOUSTICS

UltraTile

DRIVEN BY SAFET Y
KEY ATTRIBUTES:

•	Types: engineered rubber, engineered vinyl,
rubber roll, rubber tile, synthetic turf
• Superior impact absorption & slip-resistance
•	Enhanced force reduction & energy
restitution
• Exceptional sound & vibration absorption
IDEAL APPLICATIONS:

EverTop

Cardio
Cross Fit
Fitness Areas
Free Weights
Functional Training
Group X
Spin Rooms
Sprint Tracks
Yoga
Locker Rooms
SportTurf Cushion
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OT HE R IND OOR FLOORI N G
Surface America indoor flooring products are highly shock-absorbing,
amazingly durable, and provide exceptional footing.

UltraTile® (high-density rubber wear sheet
bonded to resilient underlayment)

Everlast Roll (speckled rubber)
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Bounce (wood-like vinyl bonded to rubber base)

Performance Roll (dual-layer rubber)

IDEAL ERGONOMICS

Performance Roll & UltraTile

Everlast Roll (speckled rubber)
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WAT E R P L AY SU RFACI NG
Surface America has the most proven aquatic surfacing for
comfort, aesthetics, and safety.

AquaFlex

AquaFlex
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AquaFlex® is engineered specifically to solve
problems that plague water environments such
as pool decks, spa surrounds, splash pads, and
water parks. This revolutionary, high-performance
waterplay surfacing solution uses an advanced
bond-in-place technology where millions of
pebbles bond together chemically to create a
seamless surface. Its aliphatic polyurethane
composition ensures long-term light stability and
high resistance to chlorine. It’s also a terrific
anti-slip surface. Tests prove
that AquaFlex pebbles
transfer the heat
to sensitive feet and
skin at a minimum rate of
23% lower than alternative
surfaces.

AquaFlex

SAFET Y & DURABILIT Y
KEY ATTRIBUTES:

•	Slip & Fall Resistant – won’t break down in
chlorinated water or when exposed to UV
rays, so it won’t bubble, crumble, or crack
•	Heat Resistant – pebbles transfer heat to
sensitive feet and skin at a minimum rate of
23% lower than alternative surfaces
•	Fade Resistant – 100% color throughout
pebbles won’t fade or wear off over time
IDEAL APPLICATIONS:

Pool Decks & Spa Surrounds
Splash Pads & Water Parks

AquaFlex® is a Landscape Structures product provided
by Surface America.

AquaFlex
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OT HE R OU TD OOR SU RFACIN G
Surfacing systems for every imaginable setting and use.

Surface America offers some of the industry’s
best-performing and most durable rubber and turf
surfacing.
EverTop™ is a 1-layer poured-in-place rubber
system with virtually unlimited design possibilities.
SportTurf Cushion with foam pad remains durable
and natural-looking year after year.
DuraPaver™ is an l-shaped rubber paver that will
last a lifetime.

DoggyTurf is a porous turf over rubber basemat
with optional pet-safe infill
DuraPaver

Miracle League baseball fields are available in
rubber and turf systems

DoggyTurf

SportTurf Cushion
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EverTop

Rubber Miracle League Field

HIGHLY DURABLE
KEY ATTRIBUTES:

•	Types: poured-in-place, synthetic turf,
rubber tile
•	Exceptional footing
• Abrasion-resistant & wear-resistant
• Outstanding shock-absorption

Surface America
is an exclusive
surfacing partner
of The Miracle
League.

IDEAL APPLICATIONS:

Special Need Baseball Fields
Recreational Trails & Paths, Walkways
Common & High-Traffic Areas
Dog Parks, Kennels, Daycares

Turf Miracle League Field
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OTHER SURFACING & FLOORING:

Aqueous
This 2 mm vinyl roll flooring is engineered with
specialized particles and a raised emboss for exceptional
slip resistance, making it ideal for locker rooms and
“wet” common areas.

Elevate
This 2.5 mm vinyl tile flooring is offered in multiple
wood and stone looks. It’s an affordable floor with
a high-end look that requires minimal maintenance.
Ideal for common areas.

THE WORLD OF SURFACING FOR RECREATION AND
ATHLETICS IS FULL OF POSSIBILITIES.
Each Surface America surfacing & flooring choice has the potential
to significantly enhance the facility … and enjoyment by those who
use it. Since 1993, our mission has been to combine the best material
components with old-fashioned client service. That mission, after more
than 25 million square feet of surfacing & flooring installations, remains
steadfast. It’s how we’ve earned the reputation as having the industry’s
best value. May we go to work on your next project?

PO Box 157
Williamsville, NY 14231
Phone: 716-632-8413
Fax: 716-632-8324
Email: info@surfaceamerica.com
800-999-0555 I SurfaceAmerica.com

A-Turf
(SISTER COMPANY) Synthetic turf
athletic fields, recreational and play
areas across the nation: from Little
League baseball to professional
football, college single-sport stadiums
to high school multi-sport fields, public
or private indoor practice facilities to
outdoor tournament complexes, school
play areas to municipal open- or hightraffic areas.

888-777-6910 I aturf.com
©2020, Surface America, Inc., an Ecore company.

